Calendar Events

Announcements, Recognitions and Awards

The AAEA Teaching, Learning and Communication Section, selected Sofia Kotsiri as the recipient of the 2013 Graduate Teaching Award. As the recipient of this award Sofia will prepare a presentation as part of the TLC Teaching Track Session: Teaching Tips from Top Teachers at this summer’s 2013 AAEA Annual Meeting in Washington, DC. In addition, She will be honored at the TLC Section Business Meeting.

Publications


Presentations

None to report.

Milestones

Students passing the final oral for Ph. D. in Economcs
Tengying Weng, February 22, 2013

Congratulations!
Spring 2013 Workshops

Agricultural Economics Workshops

March 12: Victoria Baranov (University of Chicago), “The Impact of AIDS Treatment on Savings and Human Capital Investment in Malawi.”
March 19: Zack Brown (OECD), “Bioeconomic Approaches to Efficient Control of Infectious Disease: An Application to Malaria Prevention.”
March 26: Nicholas Magnan (University of Georgia), “Leveling with Friends: Social Networks and Indian Farmers’ Demand for Agricultural Custom Hire Services.”
April 9, Kole Swanser (NCSU Ph.D. student), “Dynamics of Feeder Cattle Basis and Price.”
April 23, Wally Thurman (NCSU), “The Basis Effects of Failure to Converge in Wheat Futures Markets.”

All workshops are in Nelson 4210, 3:00-4:15 unless otherwise specified. Graduate students: We have a pre-workshop meeting the day before each workshop to discuss the coming paper. If you are interested in participating, contact me. Tom_vukina@ncsu.edu
Web page: http://www.ag-econ.ncsu.edu/faculty/vukina/vukina.htm

Papers will be posted as they become available at the Ag. Econ. Workshop web page: http://www.ag-econ.ncsu.edu/index.html

Applied Microeconomics & Industrial Organization Workshop

Mar 13: Maria Fitzpatrick (Cornell University), Teacher Pensions
Mar 20: Mitsukuni Nishida (Johns Hopkins Carey Business School), TBD.
Apr 3: Mark Isaac (Florida State University), TBD.
Apr 17: Jingfeng Lu (National University of Singapore), TBD.
Apr 24: Elizabeth Dhuey (University of Toronto), TBD.

Organizers: Melinda Morrill, Melinda_morrill@ncsu.edu; Bob Hammond, Robert_hammond@ncsu.edu; Thayer Morrill, Thayer_morrill@ncsu.edu.

All workshops will be held in Nelson 4210, 3:00-4:15pm on Wednesdays. A happy hour immediately following the seminar which all are encouraged to attend. Webpage: http://www4.ncsu.edu/~rghammon/workshop.html

CEnREP Lunch Colloquium
March 15: Qingxin He, Ph.D. Candidate, Department of Economics, North Carolina State University "When a Negative Externality Turns Positive: An Analysis of Flue-gas Desulfurization By-products" 1206 Nelson Hall, 12:30

April 26: Steve Tsang, Ph.D. Candidate, Department of Economics, North Carolina State University "Speculative Carryover of RINs: Blend, Store, or Buy?" 121 Kilgore Hall, 12:30

The schedule for this semester's colloquium sponsored by the Center for Environmental and Resource Economic Policy (CEnREP). This lunch-time colloquium is designed to give students and faculty a forum for presenting and receiving early feedback on work relating to environmental and natural resource management. The colloquium is also a great opportunity for students to learn about the research relating to environmental and natural resource economics that is ongoing by students and faculty at NCSU.

Laura O. Taylor, Director, Center for Environmental and Resource Economics Policy (www.ncsu.edu/cenrep) Professor, Department of Agricultural and Resource Economics, NCSU

Contact information: 919-513-3761, laura_taylor@ncsu.edu, web address: www4.ncsu.edu/~lotaylor/

Econometrics Workshop

http://www4.ncsu.edu/~dpellet/tec2010/

The titles and papers will be available at http://www4.ncsu.edu/~dpellet/workshop as they become available. The NCSU regular workshop is held in the usual room, i.e. Nelson 4210, from 3:00pm to 4:15pm. As for the Triangle Econometrics Workshop (TEW), it is back to the National Institute of Statistical Sciences (NISS) from 3:30pm to 5:00pm. Driving directions are available on the website.

Copies of the papers, when available, will be posted on the Econometrics workshop’s webpage http://www4.ncsu.edu/~dpellet/workshop/index.html

Spring 2013
• March 21 (TEW, hosted by NCSU): Allan Timmerman (UCSD), "TBA".
• March 28 (TEW, hosted by UNC): Wei Biao Wu (Chicago), "TBA".
• April 4 (Duke): Edward Vytlacil (Yale/NYU), "TBA".
• April 11 (Duke): Francesca Molinari (Cornell), "TBA".
• April 18 (TEW, hosted by NCSU): Vadim Marmer (UBC), "TBA".
• April 25 (Duke): Torben Andersen (Northwestern), "TBA".

Finance Workshops Series

Finance Workshop Series
Organizer: Mark Walker

None to report.
Graduate Student Academic Year Workshop

Fridays from 3-4:15pm in Nelson 4210.

To sign up for a slot, please email Prof. Melinda Morrill (melinda_morrill@ncsu.edu) with your preferred date(s), the type of presentation (30 minute or 1 hour 15 minute), your main advisor(s), and your title/topic. The schedule will be posted at (http://www4.ncsu.edu/~msmorril/NCSU_GradWorkshop.html) and will be updated continuously.

Graduate students are encouraged to present work at any stage. For very early-stage work, students should elect for 30 minute slots. The 1 hour 15 minute slots are reserved for work that is closer to completion. For either type of workshop, students are required to prepare slides and a formal presentation.

Students must register for a slot at least two weeks in advance so that the classroom can be reserved. Prior to signing up for a slot, students should consult with at least one faculty member. Students are responsible for making sure their main advisor and at least one other faculty member in their area of interest are available and willing to attend *prior* to requesting a date. A schedule of all student presentations will be posted. Students presenting should send out one email advertising their talk about 4 days in advance. The email should be sent to graduate students and faculty members in the Economics and ARE departments.

Macro/International seminar

Spring 2013

| April 22  | Eric Sims (University of Notre Dame) | TBA |
| March 25  | Jesper Linde (Federal Reserve Board) | TBA |
| March 18  | Matteo Iacoviello (Federal Reserve Board) | TBA |
| March 11  | Dean Croushore (University of Richmond) | "Forecast Bias in Two Dimensions" |
| April 8   | Mariano Croce (UNC Kenan-Flagler) | TBA |
| April 1   | Manisha Goel (UNC) | TBA |
| April 15  | TBA |
| March 11  | Dean Croushore (University of Richmond) | "Forecast Bias in Two Dimensions" |
April 29  |  Toni Braun (Atlanta Federal Reserve)  |  TBA

Organizers:  (Macro) Nora Traum and Ivan Kandilov (International Trade)
All seminars start at 3:00 p.m. in 4210 Nelson Hall unless otherwise indicated.
Ivan Kandilov, email: ivan_kandilov@ncsu.edu

The Tree Seminar Series

Spring 2013 Triangle Resource and Environmental Economics (TREE) seminars are as follows:

March 21, 2013, Gale Boyd, Duke University
April 4, 2013, Kevin Boyle, Virginia Tech

All seminars are at 3:15 on the RTI campus. Papers and further details on each seminar will be disseminated closer to the seminar dates. Please contact Roger von Haefen (rhhaefen@ncsu.edu) or Marty Smith (marsmith@duke.edu) if you have any questions.

CEnREP has joined with RTI International and Duke University to present the Triangle Resource and Environmental Economics Seminar Series. Support for the workshops is provided by the Department of Agricultural and Resources Economics and the Department of Economics at NC State University, RTI International and Duke University. Prominent speakers are brought in from universities throughout the nation as well as government agencies to speak on topics of current interest. Workshops are held on the campus of RTI International in Research Triangle Park (map). The workshops are coordinated by Dan Phaneuf, CEnREP Associate Director, George Van Houtven of RTI International, and Marty Smith of Duke University.

WARNING ABOUT SECURITY PROCEDURES AT RTI! The gates at the two main entrances are working 24/7 (instead of just after office hours). Visitors should use the intercom at the gate and tell the security person they are at RTI for the TREE seminar. That should be enough to get them inside the campus and from there everything should be business as usual. If there are any problems at the gate, visitors should ask for Melissa Jessup (x7137) or for George Van Houtven (x7150).
For the most current information please visit the CEnREP website: http://www.ncsu.edu/cenrep/workshops/TREE/index.php

Triangle Economic History Workshop
Wells Fargo Executive Lecture Series

Wednesday, Apr. 10 | 4:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. | 3400 Nelson | Wells Fargo Executive Series presents Richard Noll, chairman and CEO, Hanesbrands, Inc.

http://poole.ncsu.edu/index-exp.phe/wells-fargo/

Free parking in the Dan Allen Deck after 3:00 pm

Dean Weiss strongly urges you to please encourage your students and colleagues to attend this lecture. If you are interested in offering extra credit for your students to attend the lecture, please contact me so we may work out the details.

The Poole College of Management’s Wells Fargo Executive Lecture Series provides insight into the personal and professional careers of the leaders from some of our nation’s top companies. The series was created especially for students of the Poole College of Management and other colleges at NC State University, and is also open to faculty and staff at NC State, alumni, and members the business community.

Contact Information: Phone 919-515-0391, email: Vicki_burrows@ncsu.edu

NCSU Library workshops

The NCSU Libraries offer a variety of services tailored to graduate students’ needs: subject specialist librarian consultation services, GIS and data services, graduate workshops, graduate study rooms, and many others. Let us know how we can help you.

http://www.lib.ncsu.edu/gradstudents/

Please submit newsletter items to Robin Carpenter at robin_carpenter@ncsu.edu